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Rail Transportation in the Delaware Valley
History of SePta

Stanley Sandler

TROLLEY CARS
ln 1892 electric trolley cars were introduced in Philadelphia. They

were immediately successful and trolley lines soon spread

throughout the city. Philadelphia's trolleys reached their apex in
1911 when 4,000 streetcars operated on eighty-six routes.

SEPTA's City Transit Division owns and operates 260 Presiden-

tial Conference Committee (PCC) cars and 112 LRVs (Light Rail

Vehicles). There are twelve trolley routes running from three dis-

tricts that stretch over approximately 194 track miles throughout

the city.

The PCC cars were built in the 1940s and operate on a track
gauge of 5'2114". The earliest PCC cars were equipped with air

controls for brakes, wipers, and sanders, while the newer PCC

cars were manufactured with electric controls. Although air con-

trol PCC cars are being phased out of service, the best of all-

electric PCCs are being rebuilt to add approximately eight more
years of service life. New Light Rail Vehicles replaced Presidents'

Conlerence Committee (PCC) cars on the lines in 1982.

The LRVs were built in the early 1980s and were the first new

trolleys to be used in Philadelphia since the 1940s. Among the
many new features of the LRVs are: air conditioning, acceleration

controls, air suspension and public address systems.

The LRVs operate over SEPTA's five subway'surface routes that
connect West and Southwest Philadelphia and Center City and

on the Surburban Media and Sharon Hill Line'

The two and one-hall mile long subway'surface tunnel connects

West Philadelphia with Center City Philadelphia. Built at an ap-
proximate cost ol ten and seven-tenths million dollars, it serves

streetcar routes 10, 11, 13,34, and 36.

Ground was first broken for the subway'surface tunnel at the
junction of 23rd and Market Streets on April 6, 1903. Streetcars

on the Market 63rd Vine Streets route began using the tunnel on

December 1 5, 1905. At this time the tunnel was completed only to

15th Street. ln December, 1906 three more trolley routes were

diverted into the tunnel the Lancaster'Haddington route (route

10), the Darby route (route 11) and the Angora route (route 34).

ln August 1908 the subway was extended to the Juniper Street

Station after the station was constructed. By 1933 the subway

was completed between 24th Street and 32nd Street. ln 1947

new plans called for extending the subway westwards to 36th

Street with cars surfacing at the junction of 36th and Ludlow

Streets. As construction work progressed it was decided to ex-

tend to 40th Street between Baltimore and Woodland Avenues.

The new tunnel opened for eastbound cars in October 1955 and

in November for westbound cars. New stations were opened at

22nd, 30th, and 33rd Streets and also at 36th and Sansom

Streets and 37th Street. Routes 1 1, 34 and 36 entered the tunnel

at 40th Street. Route 10 entered at 36th and Ludlow Streets.

Route 13, which operated between West Philadelphia and Center

City, was diverted into the subway-surface tunnel in September,

1956.

ln November, 1971 , a completely renovated 15th Street West-

bound Station was opened featuring tiled floor and wall, improved

lighting and structural improvements. ln the spring of 1975, the

Juniper Street Station was renovated at a cost of over two million

dollars.

SUBWAY ELEVATED LINES
The Market Street Subway Elevated was opened between 69th

Street and 15th Street in 1907 and was extended to 2nd Street in

1908. An extension was also built to South Street via Delaware

Avenue in 1908, but this was discontinued in 1939. The original

line operated as an elevated between 69th Street and the eastem

bank of the Schuykill River and as a subway east of the river. The

subway tunnelwas extended from 23rd Street westward to 45th

Street in 1955. This line was constructed by SEPTA's predeces-

sor, The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.

The Frankford Elevated Line was constructed by the City of Phih
delphia and opened for service in 1922. This addition provided

uninterrupted service between 69th Street and the Bridge Street

Terminal.

SEPTA currently owns the Market-Frankford facilities between

69th and Arch Streets. The City of Philadelphia owns the porlin
of the line from Arch Street north to Bridge Street and tle
Subway-surface tunnel west of 30th Street.

The Market-Frankford Subway-Elevated line is a two-track s1+
tem with two additional tracks used by subway-surface cars be
tween City Hall and 40th Street. Planning is now undenray for a
extensive rehabilitation of the Frankford Elevated portion of [:
line.
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The Market-Frankford cars operated by SEpTA were purchsed in
1959 from the Budd Company. Approximately one half of these
cars are owned by the City of Philadelphia and one half are
owned by SEPTA. The track gauge on this system is S leel, 2 1 14
inches with 600 Volt D.C. power supplied by bottom contact to a
oarallel third rail.

There are two types of cars: single cars and coupled or married
cars. Single cars have controls at each end and can be operated
by themselves or in combination with coupled cars. Coupled cars
must be mated such that cars with motor generators are coupled
to cars with air compressors. They have controls at one end and
Dannot be operated except as a coupled pair.

The Broad Street subway was opened for service in 1g28 extend-
ng from Olney Avenue to City Hall. ln 1930 the subway extended
:o South Street and in 1938 to Snyder Avenue. Northern service
*as extended to the Fern Bock Terminal (10th and Nedro
Streets) in 1956. ln 1973 the subway was extended south to
Pattison Avenue. The Ridge Avenue Subway Spur was opened in
'932.

-he Broad Street and Ridge Avenue subways are owned by the
3ity of Philadelphia. The facilities are operated and maintained by
SEPTA personnel. The subway is equipped for four{rack opera-
ron between the Erie and Walnut-Locust stations with two track
:oeration through the rest of the system.

TRACKLESS TROLLEY
Trackless trolleys were introduced to Philadelphia on October 24,
1923, along Oregon Avenue (Route 80). Today SEPTA operates
1'l 0 trackless trolleys over five routes. These vehicles are dis-
patched from two districts and cover forty-two miles within the
city.

SEPTA has operated four basic types of trackless trolleys, By
1980, the AM General replaced all older trackless trolleys. Phila-
delphia's first trackless trolleys were Brill 'Rail-less' Cars, built in
1923 lor Route 80. They were patterned after the street cars and
had solid rubber tires.

SUBURBAN LINES
One ol the country's few remaining inter/urban trolley systems,
the Media and Sharon Hill Lines, link Upper Darby's 69th Street
Terminal and the Delaware County towns of Media and Sharon
Hilt.

The two suburban lines were opened in stages between 1906 and
'1917 by the Philadelphia and West Chester Traction Company,
which in 1936 became the Philadelphia Suburban Transportation
Company (PSTC). PSTC then adopted the Red Arrow symbot
that remained until SEPTA purchased the lines in 1970. Although
the Media and Sharon Hill Lines are not grade-separated like the
Norristown-High Speed Lines, they are mosily double-tracked
and operate primarily on private right of way.

Light Rail Vehicle
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ln October, 1982, the picturesque old trolley fleet of Brilliners, St'

Louis's and No. 80 cars were retired and their duties assigned to

twenty-nine modern high-speed, air conditioned, Light Rail Vehi-

ctes. 
-SeptR's 

Suburban Transit Division operates twenty-nine

double-end LRVs on its Media and Sharon Hill Lines'

One of the country's last interurbans, Norristown High-Speed

Line, covers a 13.5 mile run between Upper Darby and Norris-

town.

Opened in 1907, the high speed line, then known as the Philadel-

phia and Western Railway Company, operated between 69th

Street in Upper Darby and Stratford - a distance of 10.6 miles

with a construction cost of four hundred thousand dollars a mile.

The original stations were 69th Street, Beechwood Park, Ardmore

Junction, Ardmore Avenue, Haverford, Bryn Mawr' Rosemont,

Garrett Hill, Villanova, Radnor, lthan, St. Davids, Wayne and

Stratford. During the next live years, a new portion was con-

structed between Villanova and Norristown al a cost over one and

one-half million dollars.

On August 26,1912,the first P & W trains operated between 69th

Street and Norristown. Express trains made the thirteen and five

tenths mile run in twenty-six minutes. Fare was twenty-five cents.

The new portion included the terminal at Norristown and the sta-

tions at Bridgeport, Gulph Mills and DeKalb Street (later changed

to King Manor). On March 23, 1956, the Villanova to Stratford
portion ol the line was abandoned because of dwindling ridership.



Railroad & Transit Electrification

Harry Rappaport (LS '81)

SAB Engineering and Construction, lnc.

During the last few years, many articles have been written, many
studies performed, and many U.S. Engineers have toured, over-
seas high speed, electrically operated railroad and transit installa-
tions.

Among the electric railroads toured was the French TGV, which
moves their trains in an excess of 135 mph; the Japanese, Shin-
kansen Bullet Trains and the British lntercity Traffic, rnoving elec-
trically operated railroad cars at 130/125 mph.

Why go over the pond, when more than ten years ago U.S. tech-
nology designed and built equipment and performed tests on ex-
isting (upgraded) commercial rail-beds and fifty year old catenary,
at speeds up to 150 mph. These tests were performed on what is
now Amtrak's Northeast Corridor in New Jersey, U.S.A.

At this date, U.S. Northeast Corridor trains are travelling at
speeds up to 120 mph, on existing Northeast Corridor right-of-
way. This is not on a brand new railroad track or catenary system.

The New Haven (now a section of Amtrak's Northeast Corridor)
was the world's first A.C. electrified railroad, installing an auto-
transformer 11kv, 25 Hz electric traction system, which the Japa-
nese National Railroad adopted many years later, using 50/60 Hz
at higher voltages.

A compound (3 wire) catenary system was designed and installed
on the Northeast Corridor (Former P.R.R.)for high speed opera-
tion, over half a century ago, which was also used as an example
for installation by overseas engineers along with their newly de-
veloped constant tensions.

ln retrospect, the pioneer electrification in the U.S. was installed
before the turn of the century by the B&O and the P.R.R. in 1895,
lollowed by a Camden to Atlantic City run in 1906.

Shortly thereafter, in order to eliminate delays and slow move-
ment via river traffic, the Pennsylvania Railroad (PRR) installed
tunnels through the Hudson and East River. To permit their use
by railroad lratfic, a 600 volt-DC third rail system was installed in
1910. This system extended twenty five miles from Manhatten
(Hudson)transfer, NJ, to Sunnyside (New York City), New York.

Alternating current was chosen even though direct current pro-
vided ideal motor torque characteristics for slow speed, the direct
current could only handle low voltage along with its high currents,
which necessitated close substation spacing and extremely large
conductors. High voltage alternating current permitted much
longer substation spacing and smaller conductors. Low lrequency
alternating currents (25 Hz) series-wound motors provided the
low speed torque characteristics. This low frequency electricity
used long HV transmission runs between the rotary convertors,
with minimum reactive loss in the catenary, permitting small size
conductors.

After the PRR's initial experimentation with various types ol direct
cunent electric locomotives through the HY/NJ tunnels, the Penn-
sylvania selected alternating current as the more efficient and
economical system. The AC system decided upon was a single
phase, 25 Hz system for both locomotive and multiple units (MU)
using a series wound AC traction motor. Although no suitable on-
engine rectifying apparatus was available at that time (1915), 25
Hz energy was obtained through wayside rotary frequency-
changers that were driven by 3 phase, 60 Hz motors and gener-
ated single phase 25 Hz at 13,600 volts.

ln 1915, the PRR completed its overhead 12,500 volt electrifica-
tion between Philadelphia and Paoli on its suburban commuter
service and later in 1931 this 25 Hz was made continuous to New
York.

The PRR continued expansion of its electrification with the 1935
electrification extention southward to the Capitol in Washington,
D.C. The linal stage from Paoli, PA and Perryville, MD to Harris-
burg, PA was completed in 1938. This final electrification included
wiring railroad distribution and storage yards at Washington Po-
tomic Yard and lvy City, along with Harrisburg-Enola and Sunny-
side Yard.

The total electrification was 656 route miles and 2,350 track miles.

During the early days of railroad electrification there were no utility
oompany interconnections by high voltage transmission lines and
the railroad load at times exceeded the total generation of local
power companies. ln order to provide this large power demand,



the Pennsylvania erected its own high voltage transmission lines.
These lines spanned the PRR system at 132,000 volt (now
138,000) single phase, 25 Hz, from step-up stations generating
this power at 13,200 volts (now 13,600).

The Pennsylvania also initiated its own signal power transmission
facilities. This provided a 100 Hz (+96.7) modutated signat used
to provide the locomotive (MU) engineman with signal information
regardless ol fog or other masking of the distant wayside signal.
The coded energy in the rails is also available for wayside signals,
eliminating the need for line wires.

This signal power is generated at various substations through
motor/generator sets that convert the single phase 25 Hz to single
phase 100 Hz (96.7) which is transmitted at 6,900 vott, using
space on existing high voltage catenary poles.

As indicated above, the 100 Hz is modulated and used as a
carrier for the signal information provided to the engineman. On
the Northeast Corridor this modulation is 75, 120, and '180 pulses
per minute and is carried by the two rails in front of the locomotive
(MU). Two pick-up coils are mounted on the front and are con-
nected in opposition to induce currents in the same direction and
to minimize electrical noise riding the rails created by the high
level traction currents traveling along with the modulated signal
carrier. This signal is then de-modulated, to energize the cab
indicated signal aspect, simulating wayside conditions immedi-
ately in front of the locomotive.

Amtrak's Northeast Corridor has used several types of equip-
ment. Many rail fans associate electric train operation with the
famous GGl, the first streamlined electric locomotive in the world
to pull railroad trains. For many years this locomotive was the
world's most powerful locomotive, and with its twelve large drivers
and eight ponys. The GGI has been retired after almost half a
century of faithful service and its orginal prototype (4800) now
rests at Pennsylvania's State Railroad Museum in Strasburg, PA.

During the early days of Amtrak's Northeast Corridor operation,
the E6OCP 6000 HP electric locomotive was gradually replacing
the GGI's.

With Amtrak improvement of roadbed and switching points (inter-
locking), speeds have been gradually increased and metroliners
were pressed into service to accommodate speeds up to 100
mph.

Metroliner (MU) type vehicles also have been gradually replaced
by the more versatile AEM 7, which have the capability ol operat-
ing on catenary frequencies of 25 or 60 Hz and voltages at 12,000
or 25,000. Hotel power (lights, heat, air-conditioning, food, etc.)
for the AEM-7 trains is produced from the catenary via solid state
converters that change the single phase traction power to three
phase 480 volts double distributed throughout the coach's sleep-
ers and diners.

1983 AMTRAK Calendar, illustrating an AMTRAK AEM 7 and GG 1 operating over the New York Hettgate Bridge.
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When the NECIP (Northeast Corridor lmprovement Project) was
started, plans were developed to extend AC electrification from
Hew Haven, CT to Boston, MA, at 25,000 volts, however, due to
funding limitations this part of the NECIP has been on hold.

Some of the advantages of electrification of railroads:

1) Smoke abatement (during coal fired steam engine days)

2) Clean, pollution free operation to permit tunnel operation

3) Clean, pollution free operation, no oil spillage

4) No noise caused by propulsion

6) Fast acceleration

7) High torque at slow speeds

8) More power in smaller equipment since prime power gener-
ator is elsewhere

'12) Uan use regenerative braking

13) Overload capability

The main disadvantage of railroad electrification and the reason
why U.S. companies have not installed new systems, is the initial
cost of installation, with its accompanying high rate of interest.

This is not a problem overseas since, in most cases, the railroad
is government owned and operated. As a result, railroad electrifi-
cation is proceeding at an extremely fast pace.

A prediction - shortly the U.S. will wake up and find they are
missing the train on this marvelous method of ground transporta-
tion and will take advantage of its quiet, etficient, economical and
fast movement of people and goods, by installing many miles of
railroad electrification.

E60CP Locomotive GG 1 Locomotive
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Chest Radiograph 1925-1943

S. Reid Warren Jr., (LF'53)

From 1925 to 1943 Professor Charles Weyl, Moore School of
Electrical Engineering, University ol Pennsylvania, and several of
his colleagues worked on problems related to the making of X-ray
films of the chest. The origin of this project, the methods of ap-
proaching and solving some of the problems, and some of the
results are interesting from several points ol view. First, there
were elements of systems engineering in the project, although
that name had not yet gained popularity. Second, there devel-
oped from the work on the project many lasting and rewarding
professional associations and friendships among people in div-
erse occupations: physicians, engineers in industry, amd faculty
members. Third, there arose, spontaneously, opportunities in
other areas: activities in professional , societies, including AIEE;
research and development in other lields of electromedical work;
and opportunities for teaching courses in the Moore School and in
medical schools.

What follows is a summary ol an eflort to improve apparatus and
techniques for making and using X-ray films ol the chest. The
work was supported by grants from the National Tuberculosis
Association (now the American Lung Association) and from sev-
eral insurance companies and by contributions of the manufactur-
ers of X-ray equipment who loaned apparatus for tests.

The initiation ol the work in the Moore School in 1925 depended
upon a series ol evenls that appear, in retrospect, to be coinci-
dences. F. Maurice McPhedran, M.D., a Canadian physician who
later became an American citizen, contracted tuberculosis, cured
at Trudeau Sanitorium, Saranaq. New York. Subsequently, he
engaged in research at the Henry Phipps lnstitute, University of
Pennsylvania; his chief objective was to find out how to produce
X-ray lilms of the chest that would display as accurately as possi-
ble signs by which physicians could diagnose diseases of the
lung. Although there was no specific cure at that time for tubercu-
losis, accurate knowledge of the progress of the disease from
physical signs and particularly from X-ray films was essential to
decisions as to how to treat each patient.

ln 1925 Dr. McPhedran asked Harold Pender, Dean of the Moore
School, if some one on the staff might like to help him with the
physical and engineering aspects of his problems. Professor
Charles Weyl volunteered to work with Dr. McPhedran.

Weyl's first contribution was the development ol the pulse relay
which was designed to cause the X-ray exposure to be synchro-
nized with a particular phase of the cardiac cycle. For this work
Prolessor Weyl was awarded the Edward Longstreth Medal by
the Franklin lnstitute in 1930. This pulse relay was initiated by the

pulse in the carotid artery. A time delay was inserted so that the X-
ray exposure occured in diastole, i.e., when the heart and vesseb
were nearly stationary. The use of the pulse relay produced stere
oscopic films taken in the same phase of the cardiac cycle; d
parts of the chest were perceived in three dimensions with mii'
mum blurring (unsharpness).

Subsequently, Weyl organized a few faculty members amd
duate students to develop methods for measuring the
characteristics and radiation output of apparatus used lor
X-ray films ol the chest. They designed and built a laboratory
a wood cage into which high-voltage X-ray equipment couts
installed or removed with ease; a bank of resistors to be used
"dummy" load on each machine; a 100 megohm voltage
to measure high voltage; a small darkroom with accurate
ature control lor film processing solutions; and a variety d
iary equipment such as a densitometer to measure film

Several manufacturers of X-ray equipment and of supplies
as lilm and intensifying screens had been asked to lend
of their products for tests. They agreed and their
were essential to the success of the program. The silil
ceeded to make comparative tests of most of the chest
phic apparatus made in the United States during the
1930-40. Results of tests on specific equipment or
materials were given solely to the manufacturer.
course of the tests, and in research and developnrerl
associated with them, much important information
process ol making X-ray films of the chest were
formed the basis of papers in the radiological joun*
active participation of the members of the staff of the
the presentation of such papers-and the preparatixr
ing of exhibit*at national meetings of the National
Association; the American Medical Association ; the
Society of North America; and the American
ety.

It became clear about 1932 that a major objectiye
tind out how physicians in hospitals and
were producing X-ray films of the chest, what uuere
characteristics ol those films, and how the equi
sure techniques could be modified to improve ile
films. This required the design and construction d
ment to measure high voltage, X-ray tube curent"
nical factors and particularly to measure
out excessive exposure of individuals to X-rays.
ment was satisfied by deductions from a sedee d
Radiographs using several different techniqres



and developm of courses in radiological
physics to stud ow technologists), and-res_
idents in radio s. ln the lattlr case there
resulted a cooperative venture among the several medical
schools in Philadelphia whereby their staff members worked to_

Chamberlin at Temple, Otto Glasser at Cleveland Clinic, and per_
sons in professional-society committees such as the Committee

published: a technical summary of the work in the Moore School
entitled "Apparatus and Technique for Roentgenography of the
Chest" in 1935; and two editions of a textbook-entiiled,,Radbb_
gic Physics" (1941 and 1951).

Work on chest radiography in the Moore School came to a con_
clusion early in the Second World War, when statf members

elated to that war. Fur-
high-quatity chest films
described above but by
United States and Eu_
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Systems Engineering - A Formal Beginning

J. G. Brainerd, (LF'69)

Belore World War ll and ever since, Systems Engineering has

been practiced in the Bell Laboratories and during World War ll

the field of operations research became prominent. lt became

evident to a few engineers that operations research was in most

respects a part of systems engineering.

After several experimental seminars on "systems engineering

and operations research", the Moore School of the University of

Pennsylvania organized, through a national committee, a Work-

shop in Systems Engineering This was held in 1959 on campus,

with representatives from more than 50 institutions in attendance.

There were extensive talks of what constituted the elements of

systems engineering and examples of maior applications. This

workshop had a prolound effect, with numerous specialized

courses and, finally, a curriculum in the undergraduate sense and

a specialty in the graduate sense becoming broadly available'

It is believed that the Moore School graduate seminars whictt
preceded the workshop were the first university courses in sys-

tems engineering, and that the workshop started the growth in

systems engineering courses and curricula which exist in abun"

dance today.

As an aside, we might mention that the workshop was attended

by an otficer of the Ford Foundation and it was from his discug
sions with members of the Moore School staff at that time thd
talks were initiated which led to the $3 million Ford Grant b
Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania'
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The ENIAC, which was conceived' developed' designed and built

entirely within the pfriraierpnia 
-section' 

and specifically in the

MooreSchoolofElectricalEnginiversityofPenn.ld' I electronic gen-

' ion and creation" the ENIAC has
v
hi

tsemely brietlY: a stimulating me

W. MauchlY, Assistant Professor

sor and at the time, suPervisor

then discussed with Herman H'

Army Ordnance Department' statlone'

Jtt#ir"rv ."rd" th; ide;t;two superior officers' The result was

that the University su#itt;;-;fuimat proposal and was awarded

the contract for the R&D work'

as the resPonsibilitY of the Uni'
nt ol two responsl-

charge of the Pro-
ld not have taken if

er Eckert' a brilliant

irstructor and graduate student' to the new proiect'

the credit for the technical

engineers such as Kite T'

n Chu, and others were

. The ENIAC began June 1' '1943

ed February 1946' lt was a huge

dair containing 18,000 vacuum tubes' almost four times that

nrmber of resistors, 
"ni 

iin"o a frame about 80 ft' long arranged

h the form of a 'U'.

Ttc first Paper ever written ab

EorY in that it was reiected o

aoparently the publicity which accompanied the dedication of the

i'r.irnc cnanged the editor's mind'

The Moore School went on to build a second computer' the ED-

VAC. which was larger mathematically but lar smaller and more

Itiiii""ipnv.icatty, ino had stored memory' lt was not' however'

in"-t""on.i of the oig computers because-Maurice V' Wilkes'

Professor at the University bt CamOridge' England' finished his

LOinC .ooner. The EDSAC is a machine for which Professor

ffik;; J ,p a proiect immediately after visiting the Moore

School.

Later the Moore School produced the plans for the UDOFT-U-

ilr"it"rbigit"l OperarioJal Flight Train.er-under the direction of
'prot"t.ot 

illorris Rubinoff' Th'Is was at its time the most flexible

.r.n 0""i"" ever designed' lt opened the field to training with

gi"rpt ;t pf"nes simufianeously' rather than with iust one' The

UDOi was built by a commercial organization to the Moore

School Plans.

The Moore School had been involved in the computing field.for at

f"".i rO years before the ENIAC' ln this time it built small ma'

chines but its outstanding production was the construction in

isiC-ssof theDif f erentiat-Rnarvzer'rhis,Iil,:,T,TlllX"JillXI

nevar Bush of MIT' lt was an

manY analog oPerations' lt was

;"il#,:1"?i'"ii:::JJ:Lif, :
time it was built, the Moore School had virtually no lunds for the

proiect but great good fortune matched the idea to the times

i;ii."tly, Jin." i-t was 1933-35) and a machine of about

SZOO,OOO value iJr 1935 was achieved'

Editols Note: A met Dr' John V'

Atairasoff, a Pro @ow-lowa State
t of Science. Dr.

universiw) at a - which he referred to
Uiucnry'presented a paper at this meeting in'

his ideas conceminf, development of an electronic computer'

Since Dr. Atairasoff frai o'itii'g a computer' he invited Dr' Mau-

liiili visiit tne cotlege and oiserve the computer proiect'

ComputerDevelopmentattheMooreSchoolofEE
J.G. Brainerd, (LF '69)
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John W. Mauchly, Co-lnventor of the First
Electronic Computer
An Historical Sketch

Abstracted from an interview with John W. Mauchly
by Marian F. Fegley

The circumstances which shape our lives are varied, often curi-
ous. One might often wonder what inspired the great inventions
that change the course of many lives. John W. Mauchly related
his story ol one such invention, ENIAC, the first all-electronic
computer, as the attainment of a long sought goal. Many factors
had combined to inspire him to build a calculating machine which
would do more and do it faster than any equipment then known. lt
did not happen in a flash, but required years of working toward the
goal despite much discouragement from others. This work contin-
ued even after the ENIAC was completed.

father's office.

With the encouragem ied
for a scholarship at , ng.
After two years in the his
Maryland State schol lan
student in physics. Under this plan he mixed graduate and under-
graduate courses. ln 1932 he earned his ph.D. in electrospec-
troscopy without stopping for a bachelor or master,s degree.

He remained at Johns Hopkins as an assistant in physics lor
another year, after which he was named professor of physics at
Ursinus College.

Statistics began to draw his attention. First, he used statistics for a
new problem, comparing his students with those in other Ameri-
can colleges and universities. Standardized tests, which were
constructed and measured statistically, were available. Statistical
studies and analyses were not generally applied to physics or
chemistry in those days.

A second-hand oscilloscope purchased by Mauchly was used by
physics students during the day, but at night was used to pu1
together circuits to count pulses to make an electronic calculaior.

as it was similar
us the idea of an
and his student

assistants processed some of the mass of geophysical data. l-b
believed that all one needed was suitable inputs from keyboardr
or punched cards and outputs to punched cards or printers.
also realized that to be really useful the equipment must be .
to store information and remember a set of instructions on whd
do with the numbers.

About this time he built an analogue computer with 12 input lcr
and one output knob. This was used to analyze the tide in
atmosphere as it is affected by the sun and the moon.

ment service, and other academic institutions. At the sarE

tions, which required twenty minutes using a desk calc
could be done in two minutes with the analogue computer
reading meter. The results looked interesting, but so mucfr
data needed to be analyzed before truly significant results
be obtained.

About 1940, Dr. Mauchty betieved that he had to get the
computer program started. Since Ursinus College, pA fr
have the funds for such a project, he considered inlustry, gn

he sought opportunities to learn more about calculatirg
ments already in existence or proposed. He spoke freety
ideas hoping for both support and suggestions.

A graduate course on the theory of design of computirg
ments at the University ol Pennsylvania attracted his d
Penn had a big calculating instrument, a ditferential
only two others existed. When penn offered a summer
training course in electronics in the spring of 1941, he
to apply, knowing that those completing courses would
ered hired in a defense industry.

Dr. John V. Atanasotf, who was building a computer
completion) with the help of graduate students. Whlb

He went to lowa State College (now lowa State

heard that he had been accepted for penn's summer
Atanasotf and Mauchly had met at an American
the Advancement of Science meeting over a year
Mauchly had presented a paper in which he menti
for an electronic computer.

Since the laboratory work for the course was abourt
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students, he spent much ol these periods discussing with the
laboratory instructor, J. Presper Eckert, Jr., the possibilities of
building a computer. Upon completion of the course, Mauchly was
otfered and accepted a teaching position at Penn's Moore School
of Electrical Engineering.

The Moore School's differential analyzer was being used by Army
Ordinance to supplement its twin at Aberdeen Proving Grounds.
Both were hard at work calculating tables for the Ballistic Re-
search Laboratories. These tables were mostly firing tables,
tables of the path along which projectiles travel when fired.

When Lt. Herman H. Goldstine, who was supervising the Aber-
deen Proving Grounds contract at the Moore School, learned
about Mauchly's ideas, he was lired with enthusiasm and asked
Mauchly to submit a development proposal to the Army.

The proposal was made in early April and a contract lor research
into an electronic trajectory computer with the Ordinance Depart-
rnent ol the U.S. Army became effective July 1, 1943. Mauchly
and Eckert set to work on the design with a team of 12 engineers.
The computer they designed was not like any previously de-
scribed in print. lt was essentially a repetition of many common
prts, which would accept decimal numbers, give decimal output,
and provide a decimal storage device. Every bit of circuitry was
hritt to operate on the "all or none" principle. Many design prin-
cirles were established at the start. Mauchly said (before his
.Hh), "l think of Eckert as being one of the first people who
&served the title of 'reliability engineer'." The actual value of
esistors and the performance of vacuum tubes available in 1943
wial widely. Dr. Eckert designed the circuits so circuit perfor-
rrilpe would be independent of circuit current.

h December 1945 the monstrous machine was completed. The
&onic numerical integrator and calculator, dubbed ENIAC by
fmy Ordinance, had a half million parts and over 18,800 vacuum
tDes of only 10 types, 60 kinds of resistors, and 30 kinds of
@itors.

ln mid-February 1946, various news media carried the announce-
ment that the ENIAC, an electronic computer, had been invented
by J.W. Mauchly and J. Presper Eckert, Jr and built at the Moore
School of Electrical Engineering of the University of Pennsylva-
nta.

The ENIAC, which required about 3 milliseconds lor a multiplica-
tion, or did 5000 additions a second, promptly made relay calcula-
tors obsolete from the scientific viewpoint for they had a top speed
ol about 10 additions per second. During its first months at the
Ballistic Research Laboratories, for a typical week of actual work,
ENIAC was equalto 500 human computers working 40 hours with
desk calculators. lt was anticipated that this rate would double or
triple as the operators gained experience. While designed primar-
ily to calculate tralectories, the ENIAC was modified during the
building to enable the machine to calculate a very wide class of
problems. lt had two major limitations: its storage capacity was at
most twenty numbers (of 10 decimal digits each) and the instruc-
tions had to be set up thru a slow manual process of wire plugging
or switch setting.

Although the ENIAC did not have a large storage device, the 1945
report gave a clear recognition both of the problems and of the
advantages to be gained through the availability of sucfr a device.
Actually the realization that this was needed and could be in-
cluded came in 1944. This was a crucial point as the ENIAC
design was well under way. As there was so much skeptidsm
about its ability to function as proposed, work was continued on
the original design. The ideas were recorded and laterwere incor-
porated in the EDVAC, built at the Moore School, the UNIVAC
designed by Eckert and Mauchly and subsequently prcduced by
Remington Rand, and the smaller BINAC.

The application for a patent on the ENIAC was the longest ever
liled up to that time, June 1947. No one in the patent office was
then qualified to examine it. The patent was issued seventeen
years later, nearly eight years after ENIAC had been dismantled
following ten years of continuous operation at Aberdeen Proving
Grounds.



History of Computer Systems Operations
of Sperry Corporation

ln 1946, two University of Pennsylvania engineers laid the foun-
dation for the present Computer Systems operations of Sperry
Corporation. ln that year, the world's first all-electronic digital
ccmputer known as ENIAC (Electronic Numerical lntegrator and
Calculatofl was completed at the University's Moore School of
Electrical Engineering in Philadelphia for the U.S. Army Ordnance
Department under the leadership and direction of J. Presper Eck-
ert and Dr. John W. Mauchly.

ENIAC weighed 30 tons, used 18,000 vacuum tubes and occu-
pied 1,500 square feet of space on the first floor of the Moore
School. lt was capable of performing 300 multiplications per sec-
ond. By contrast, the fastest electromechanical devices at that
time could only do one multiplication per second.

Soon after this development, these two engineers formed the
Electronic Control Company, which subsequently became the
Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation. ln 194g, this company
completed a computer called BINAC (Binary Automatic Com-
puter), which was believed to be the first machine to be pro-
grammed by internally stored instructions. Designed for scientific
applications, BINAC was built under contract to the Northrop Cor-
poration, California.

The development of BINAC served as a test vehicle of plans
Eckert-Mauchly had formulated for the UNIVAC@ I (Universal Au-
tomatic Computer). UNIVAC I was the world,s first, general pur-
pose commercial computer able to handle a wide variety of appli-
cations.

An alpha-numeric machine, UNIVAC I made extensive use of
peripiheral equipment-rcard reader, magnetic tape units and
printer. Another significant feature was that it was able to simulta-
neously read new information, compute information just read and
record the output results.

Data and program instructions were all stored in a mercury delay
line memory. lnformation could be recycled in the line in the form
of acoustical pulses. After pulses traversed the length of the mer-
cury, they would be read and automatically introduced again to
the beginning ol the line. This process could go on indefinitely
while needed information could be accessed as fast as 200 milli-
seconds.

The Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation was acquired by Re-
mington Rand, lnc. in 1950 and work continued on the UNIVAC I

development. The first UNIVAC I was supplied to the United
States Bureau of the Census in March, 1951.

ENIAC Computer



The UNIVAC I central processor weighed 16,000 pounds andused more than 5,000 vacuum tuUesi. it-coutd perform about1,000 calculations per second.

UNIVAC I became famous for its use in predicting the outcome ofhe 1952 presidentiat etection _ tne tiisiti,i" 
" 

.orprter wasused for this purpose. The compute, pr"oi.i"J that Eisenhower
Stevenson by 4Og electoial votes to 93. The actual_
out to be very close to this _ 44Z lo g9 in favor of

ln 1952, Remington Rand made a second acquisition in the data
PIT.".r.ln^S 

fretd by purchasing Engineering nesearcn Associates(ERA) of St. paut, Minnesota.ERR-consistEO ot 
" 

grorp of mathe_maticians and engineers who, Ouring WorlJ War ll, had beenactive in the devetopment of etectronil cryltogiaphic equipment.

ffier the war, ERA entered the data processing field and, in 1950,delivered t
u.S. Navy the United States to the

he UNIVA nology. Later known as

he UNIVAC l. markedly different from

UNIVAC tComputer
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Concurrent with continuing developments in computing technol-
ogy, were organization changes. ln 1955, Remington Rand, lnc.
and the Sperry Corporation were consolidated to form the Sperry
Rand Corporation. Univac became a separate division of Sperry
Rand in 1962. The division name was changed to Sperry Univac
in 1973. ln October, 1982, the name was changed from Sperry
Univac to the Computer Systems operations ol Sperry Corpora-
tion. (Earlier, in 1979, the corporate name was changed to Sperry
Corporation.)

Simultaneously, there were several lacility changes going on dur-
ing this period of computer development in the Philadelphia area.
After leaving the University of Pennsylvania, Eckert and Mauchly
established their company at 1215 Walnut Street, in downtown
Philadelphia. ln 1948, they moved to Broad and Spring Garden
Streets, also in the center city area. A year later (1949), the com-
pany moved to Ridge Avenue in North Philadelphia. Subse-
quently, after Remington Rand acquired control, the Eckert-Mau-
chly division was headquartered at three separate locations on
Allegheny Avenue in North Philadelphia between 1952 and 1956.

ln 1961 , a Univac Engineering Center was established in Blue
Bell, a suburban community about 20 miles northeast of Philadel-
phia, and gradually the ccmpany's personnel were relocated from
North Philadelphia. The Blue Bell site became the world head-
quarters ol the Computer Systems operations in 1966.

Sperry has pioneered many computer advances, originating or
improving upon major historical developments in the field of data
processing. These improvements have spanned every generation
of computers from those in the era of vacuum tubes, to the intro-
duction of transistors, and later to semiconductor integrated circu-
its. Main memory developments progressed over the years lrom
mercury delay lines and magnetic drums to ferrite cores, plated
wire and then to the present integrated circuit technology.

Progress in the development ol peripheral equipment kept pace
with improvements in the central processor. Through the years,
refinements and new engineering techniques produced
peripheral equipment with ever higher operating speeds and
greater capabilities. Sperry offers a full line of data entry equip-
ment, high-speed prinlers, magnetic disk and tape subsystems
and optical character readers.

ln more recent years, with the growth of data ccmmunications,
production of both the printer and visual display type of remote
terminal has become a major part ol Sperry manufacturing.

Another area in which Sperry has excelled is in the development
of real{ime computers. Real-time means being able to find infor-
mation or answer an inquiry virtually instantaneously in a period of
time related to the urgency of the question. This contrasts with the
batch-mode type of computer operation--represented typically
by payroll processing. Although a payroll has to be produced

according to a set schedule and time frame, it does not have the
immediate urgency of, for example, the confirmation ol an airline
reservation by a real-time computer.

A real-time computer can, at any time, deal with questions of
immediate urgency, and quickly alert management as soon as it
detects a situation calling for immediate action.

The development of one of the first operational real-time comput-
ers originated in 1954 when the United States Navy asked Sperry
to help in the development of a system that would instantaneously
and automatically accept, process and display vital tactical infor-
mation in shipboard combat centers. Sperry subsequently de-
signed and built a real- time computer that was known as NTDS
(Naval Tactical Data System). One such system, which enables
all the fighting and maneuvering of a task force to be coordinated
lrom the bridge of one ship, is installed in the g5,000 ton aircraft
carrier USS Enterprise.

The experience obtained in developing the naval system was
later incorporated in the first commercial real-time systems intro-
duced by Sperry - the 490 Series of computers.

Real-time systems, which were a prominent part of the Apollo
(Man-on-the-Moon) program conducted by the National Aeronau-
tical and Space Administration (NASA), are installed at control
centers in the United States as well as on land and ship tracking
stations throughout the world.

Sperry computers form the heart of the NASA worldwide commu-
nications network (NASCOM) centered at the Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md. ln this network, the comprters
lunction as a message acquisition system to assemble, recognize
priority, and route messages to the command computer where the
data is compared with a pre-stored mission profile. Any resultirB
commands and messages are automatically sent back to the
computers which assemble and re-route them to the proper desili-
nation.

ln addition to the NASCOM network, several SpERRy 12tE
model computers assist NASA operators in monitoring the astu
nauts' physical condition on missions, as well as the spacecrffis
on-board systems during the six minute pass over the traddtr
stations. Other Sperry systems are used in the NASA facilities t
Goddard, Slidell, Houston, and the Marshail Space Ftight CenE
at Huntsville, Alabama.

Another NASA project in which Sperry computers are playirp e
major role is the Mariner program for exploration of the plalret"
conducted by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at the Califomia xt*
tute of Technology in Pasadena. On the Mariner 9 missiar
SPERRY 1230 computers processed photographs of Mars frr
from a spacecraft at distances varying from 76 to 146 million rb
from Earth.
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Among
bnse pr
the U.s.
bm, which were installed at
throughout the world in the ea

f.3ll'1" computers r9r tlrg Oeiense Department,s AUTODTN(AUTomatic Digirar Network) high-spllo, ilJowioe communica-lirns system.

Early in 1983, the U.S. Air Force awarded Sperry a $520 miltioncontract (in its first staqe[ known as proi".i[or"_phase 
Four, toLpdate the Base Level Suppiy irr""",i, n..iunting system.

to be the largest single commer-
record. This contract award was

ntracts from the U.S. Navy for
, bringing the total value o, all

cations of Sperry real-time com-
processing airline reservations
deralAviation Agency. In these
er to supply facts and results,

Get. s recognized to be a paramount

I lylb:l of teading domestic and foreign airtines use systemssupplied by Sperry for reservation., ,"-s."g"_switching, main_taining data on crew and.aircratt avaitaoiiiti, 
"ir..tt maintenance,and air cargo movements.

ntinually included new technolog-
art. From such earlier models is

e UNIVAC lll, and the Sotid Srate

system. porated into the SPERRY 1o5o

From the systems developed for the U.S. Navy, came technologyembodied into the 418, 490 and f tOO comrieliat series of com-puters. The SpERRy 1107, announ."J in JgOe, was rhe firstcommercial computer to employ thin{ilm ,"rory.
A big brother to the 1 f !f _the 1 1Og_ five times faster than the1 't 07 -was introduced il , 

901, n vL* i"Li,'ine 1 108 muttipro_cessor system was unveiled with the new concept of up to threesingte processors sharing .orron p"ripnli"i"qripr"n,.

A new milestone in
tion in 1970 of the
vanced circuitry and
further.

The 1100/20 and 1100/40 systems, introduced in March, 1975,marked the first use of semiconOr"tor'inL!,li"o circuits in the
l1n q.:g..sors of targe_scate Sperry.orirt"o. They atso im_proved still further the speed 

"nO 
.o.Vp"riorrance qualities ofSeries 1100 computers.

SPERRY Series 1100 systems have been acguired by some ofthe targesr business ant. industriat 
";;;;;r;ils in the wortd.These users include a substantiat ilts;;;il;;ding aerospacecontractors, whose requirements tor processing-scientific calcula_

IoT f9t. 
.research, engineering and producfi6n operations areparticularly demanding.

ln the worldwide academic environment, SpERRy 1100 comput-ers are installed at famous institutes ot fbarning such as the Uni_versities of paris (France), Rome (ttatyl,-ii",ittr.t, (West Ger_many), and Lund (Sweden), to mentioi'iu.il'i"*.

#ilI
er re_

smalter computers, and the concept of a computer b"ing op"?5"7as a service for many persons on a time-sharing basis.

Considerable interest has been generated in business and indus_try in recent years in using computers as lhe nucleus of compre-
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h 1ems. Such systems pro_v 6ata on all parts of com-
P inestimable value in policy
a

This customer base included 1,000 computer installations and
500 customers. ln addition about 2,500 professional personnel,
formerly with the RCA computer organization, joined Sperry.

Sperry entered the minicomputer market in 1977 by acquiring
Varian Data Machines (VDM), a subsidiary of Varian Associates]
Palo Alto, California.

ln October, 1982, Sperry announced its entry into the otfice sys-
tems market with the introduction of the SpERRyL|NKTM office
system, its first totally integrated office system aimed at serving
medium to large organizations.

The SPERRYLINK office system brings together word process_
ing, data processing, personal computing, electronic mail and
voice services in one integrated system lor all levels of office
personnel.

the emphasis placed by
and systems to make it

ocessing person to oper-

among users and now accounts for a large proportion of orders
for Sperry computer systems.

eted by sperry are
rge-scale systems,
rving the small to

Recently, there has been a strong drive to reinlorce Sperry,s
technological leadership by becoming active in joint ventures with

greater vorume production and the sharing of both overhead and
research and development expenditures.

Headquartered in Blue Bell, pa., the Computer Systems unit d
Sperry Corporation serves more than 15,bOO customers in fl)
countries and, in fiscal year .1980 (ended March 31,19g3), rF
ported revenue of 92.8 billion.

Computer Systems is the largest unit of Sperry Corporation-
Other units are Electronic Systems, Flight Systems, Sperry l,ter
Holland and Sperry Vickers.
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Burroughs

\n \885, a\ \he age o\ 28, \N\\\ram S. Bun oughs \r\ed an app\rcatron
lor his first patent, establishing priority lor the adding and listing
machine.

Burroughs didn't actually invent the adding machine in the sense
tha\ he crea\ed \t trom noth\ng. Ca\cu\at\ng dev\ces had exs\ed
ior centuries, at least since the abacus. Burroughs combined ex-
'lsting technologies to build the lirst practical adding machine. lt
could be mass produced and it promised to eliminate untold hours
of boring human toil.

ln 1904, when it became clear that the young company had out-
grown its St. Louis facilities, the company packed up and moved
to Detroit.

The company was renamed the Burroughs Adding Machine Com-
pany in 1905, in tribute to the man whose vision had led to the
oompany's founding less than 20 years earlier.

ln 1944 Burroughs was awarded an Army-Navy "E" for outstand-
ing achievement in the production of war material, principally the
Norden bombsight. This program made accurate, high-altitude
bombing possible and was considered by some military authori-
ties as the single most significant device in shortening the war.
Previously, mass production of the bombsight, a very advanced
precision instrument, was believed impossible due to the one-half
millionth of an inch tolerance required.

John S. Coleman, who was credited with working out the system
for mass production of the Norden bombsight, became president
of the company in 1946. Under Coleman's leadership, the deci-
sion was made to begin a full program of electronic research, and
in 1949 permanent facilities for electronic research and develop-
ment were established near Philadelphia. Three years later, an
Electronic lnstrument Division was established in that city to man-
ufacture and market scientific instruments and electronic memory
components and systems.

The new emphasis on electronic products had already resulted in
a series of innovative banking and accounting machines called
the Sensimatic, which was produced by Burroughs in the late
1940s.

ln 1950 the company introduced the first Sensimatic accounting
machine with programmed control panel, a product considered
the greatest advance in accounting machines in 25 years. Bur-
roughs' Sensimatic and later Sensitronic machines - called the
Series F - became the standard of bookkeeping machines.

ln 1951 experiments began at the company's research and devel-
opment center, which were aimed at developing a series of com-

pu\es speirtrca\\y \or buSrness prob\em soN\ng. \n 1954 Bur-
roughs introduced the E 10't, a desk-size electronic digital com-
puter for scientifc, engineering and business applications. Later
Series E systems, such as the E 2000, and counterpart Series F
systems, became widely accepted and were Burroughs' leadinq
products tor accountrng app\\cat\ons \n business, industry and
banking well into the 1960s.

ln parallel with Burroughs development oI electronic products for
accounting applications, the company expanded its capability for
development of larger, multipurpose computer systems. The Bur-
roughs memory system, built in 1952 for ENIAC, the world,s first
electronic computer, increased the computer's memory capacity
sixfold and demonstrated the company's capability in electronic
computation.

With the acquisition of several companies in the late 1940s and
early 1950s, Burroughs began to diversify its operations.

Burroughs soon became recognized as a single source for a
variety of products for business management. Refelecting the
company's more diverse operations, Burroughs Adding Machine
Company was renamed Burroughs Corporation in 1953. The
company was now a maior force in this rapidly evolving industry.

Burroughs acquired the Electro-Data Corporation of pasadena,
California in 1956. ElectroData, a leading producer of computing
equipment, provided Burroughs with much needed engineering
and manufacturing capacity. The same year Burroughs Great
Valley Laboratories were opened in Paoli, pennsylvania.

Burroughs development of a full range of computer systems prog-
ressed steadily. The company introduced the large-scale Data-
tron 220 in 1957, the B 251 Visible Record Computer for banking
applications in 1959, the B 200 series of small to medium-scale
solid-state computers in 1961 , and the B 50OO solid-state modular
data processing system, also in 1961.

The B 5000 was regarded as the most advanced business and
scientific computer offered by any manufacturer. lt departed from
traditional concepts of computer design and featured such pio-
neering concepts as automatic multiprogramming, exclusive use
of compiler languages, Burroughs Master Control program, and
"virtual memory".

The B 5000 was followed by the more powerful B 55OO system in
1964, as Burroughs began its "family" approach to computer de-
sign. ln addition to the B 5500, the "500" family inctuded the
large-scale B 6500 and medium-scale B 2500 and B 3500 sys-
tems introduced in 1966, and the small-scale B 500 systems
released in 1968.



computers were well received by all types of customers and over
140,000 units were sold worldwide in 10 years.

As developments in microcircuitry were applied to Series TC and
Series L systems in the 1960s and 1970s, the systems evolved
from electro-mechanical machines to fully electronic computers.

was named by the Air Force as
RAD combat operations compuler
tem. The computer was used to
of threats to the North American

continent using input from satellites and radar throughout the
world.

During this time Burroughs was also an active participant in the
U.S. space program. The world's first operational transistorized
com.puter, produced by Burroughs in 1957, was used in guiding
the launch of the Atlas lntercontinental Ballistic Missires. n tatei
version of this computer guided every launch in the Mercury and
Gemini programs of manned space flights.

With the completion of the first space rendezvous, made in 1965
between Gemini Vl and Vll, Burroughs guidance computers had
handled more than 300 successful missions without failure, error
or delay. That year, the Burroughs
lirst Atlas missile was presented to
the U.S. Air Force, and another of t
puters was installed in the Air Force Space Museum at Cape
Canaveral, Florida. The last of 17 such Burroughs guidance com-
puters was retired by the Air Force in 197g after completion of
over 400 successful missions.

Throughout Bunoughs' extensive involvement in electronic re-
search, defense projects, and the space program, the company

remained in the forefront of the commercial market by supplying a
variety of products for banking and business.

The 1970s saw the further merging of Burroughs electronics and
computer development efforts of the previous two decades. The
decade also marked Burroughs' entry into other areas of informa-
tion management, principally office automation. The company
used its growing resources to develop several complete new fam-
ilies of computer systems - from minicomputers to large-scale
computers - and to support them with a full range of related
software products, computer peripherals, terminals and data
communications systems, and data management equipment.

Burroughs Series TC and Series L electronic systems, which had
been introduced in the late 1960s, were continually refined for
various business applications. These refinements, along with
continued electronic developments, led to the introduction of the
B 80 series of small-scale computer systems in 1g76. The B g0
brought the power and memory capacity of much larger comput-
ers to the small systems range. These features were further evi-
dent in the B 90 series announced in 1979.

Burroughs also continued to place strong emphasis on the devel-
opment of larger computer systems during the 1970s. Following
the successful "500" lamily of computers, the ',700,, family was
introduced between 1971 and the end of 1975.

The "700" family considerably extended Burroughs coverage of
the data processing market from the base established with the
"500" family.

ln late 1975, Burroughs began introducing the "800" family of
systems with the announcement of a series of computers de-
signed for medium-to-large-scale applications. This family was to
be the successor for each member of the "700" series.

ln 1979, Burroughs announced the first models of the "900" fam-
ily of systems. The "900" models typically occupy half the space
and require 50 percent less power to operate than the "800"
family models.

During the, 1970s, the company also continued its developments
in other areas of data processing with products for data prepara-
tion and document handling; a full range of displays, keyboards,
printing terminals, and related data communications computer
systems; memory subsystems and high speed printers; software
products for applications in banking and finance, manufacturing,
health care, education, government, transportation, and many
other areas.

The Burroughs expansion in data processing was paralleled by its
entry into the office automation market. The company entered the
facsimile communications market in 1975. ln 1979 the company
added an opticalcharacter recognition page reader system to this



growing range of office automation products, which have become
an increasingly important segment of Burroughs ,,total 

solution,,
approach to information management.

ln the early 80's Burroughs, together with Convergent Technolo-
gies, introduced the B 20, a family of powerful microcomputers
that can operate either as stand-alone intelligent workstations or
small business-computers, or hooked into a distributed process-
ing network. Convergent developed and builds the B 20 to Bur-
roughs specif ications.

Products introduced in the first few years of this decade were as
broad as they were deep. The "900" family of computer systems
featured new entries at the low, medium and high end The OFIS

processors and large-capacity disk drives built by Memorex.

Finally, in software, Burroughs introduced a new product called
LINC (an acronym for Logic and lnformation Network Compiler)

that actually writes other programs ariety of business
situations. Since you don't have to ional programmer
to use it, LINC will put the power of r in the hands of a
great many more people.

This prolect was stafted in early 1954 when transistors were still a
technical novelty and were packaged with one transistor per small
canister. The transistors used surface barrier transistors manu-
factured on a laboratory production line in Spring City, pA.

The ability to develop, design and produce a transistorized com-
puter to operate under military environmental conditions was

Another unique characteristic of this development was the ex-
traordinary high reliability of the system which utilized a wired
core programming technology, unique for its period as well as a
unique checking system for online real{ime missile guidance.

t

The ARTS ll system, manufactured in Paoli, PA for the FAA by the Custom Products Group of Burroughs Corporation,

is used to control air traffic at 96 small and medium-sized airporis in the U.S.
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Auerbach

lsaac L. Auerbach (F '58)

AUERBACH Corporation for Science and Technology was
Iounded in July 1957 by lsaac L. Auerbach. The company's sub-
sidiary, AUERBACH Associates lnc., was the first computer con-
sulting company in the United States, if not in the world. lt was
spearheaded by Auerbach and two of his associates, Arnold B,
Shalritz and Paul Winsor lll, all of whom left the Bunoughs De-
lense Space and Special Projects Group in Paoli which they cre-
ated by successfully applying advanced computer technology to
real-time delense projects. That business continues to this day as
a major employer in the Philadelphia area.

AUERBACH Associates became world renown lor its creativity
and unique computer system architecture and digital communica-

tion systems design. These people were one of the country's
earliest and foremost leaders in the application of computer tech-
nology and programming to online, real-time systems. Examples
of their innovations can be identified in System Projects such as
air traffic control, airline reservations, air defense systems, store
and fonnard data communications and industrial control.

Another of the parent company's subsidiaries, AUERBACH Pub-
lishers lnc., was the lirst company dedicated to publishing up-
dated loose-leaf information about compuler hardware, software
and systems, and the management of computers and communi-
cations.
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General Electric space systems Division

J.G. Terino
Manager, Product lnformation

space program have been developed, engineered, built, and

brought to fruition through the efforts ol the men and women at

the Valley Forge complex and its associated field operations'

The i role in advancing

the n Y in the Years to

come cted. The division

received the National Space Club's Jackson Award for the most

significant space achievement of 1960, the recovery of the first

space vehicle - Discoverer Xlll - from orbit.

General Electric's close association with the National Aeronautics

and Spa'ce Administration's space exploration programs, which

continues to this day, can be traced through the alphabet soup ol

NASA acronyms - OAO, BIOS, GEOS, GGTS.

ln its work for NASA, earth atmosphere and resource monitoring

have long been a specialty of the division. ln the sixties there was

the series of Nimbus weather satellites.

The seventies saw the advent of the highly successful Landsat

series of satellites. The fourth Landsat is now in orbit and a fifth is

planned for 1984. With Landsat, NASA introduced a new, experi-

mental tool for collecting data with remote sensing instruments on

a space platform. During its eleven years of operation, the NASA-

GE Landsat program has been maturing into a system for exam'

ining and managing the earth's resources'

Today, ations worldwide which have the

capaOi data directly from the satellite' ln

additio use Landsat data for resource

development and management. Landsat images of the earth are

internationally recognized for their value in oil and mineral explo'

ration, agriculture, land use planning,

ment, map making, and other endeavor
and the international community using

coverage of the earth, except for the poles, through overlapping

swaths, every sixteen daYs.

ln America's manned spacecraft programs, GE has been inti'

mately involved in numerous, technically demanding, vital as'
pectsinherent to mission success. During Apollo, Space Systems

Division was responsible for pre-launch checkout stations for the

spacecraft; launch'complex controls and check'out equipment;

reliability assessment; and systems integration. lt also handled

the technical support of the static testing of the booster stage and

life science spacelab experiments on all shuttle flights' The galley,

waste collection system, vapor compressor relrigerator freezer,

urine monitor, and oxygen partial pressure sensors of the shuttle

cabin are also GE contributions.

GE provides the deceleration module for the Galileo Probe. The

module includes entry thermal protection, parachute retardation,

separation subsystems, lithium battery power supply, transit ther-

mal control, and probe/orbitor adaptor.

rugged, transportable DAS3 data automation systems for field

combat service support and Combat lnformation use, with 250

more improved models scheduled for delivery. ln addition, GE

has developed for the Navy a maneuvering reentry system as an

option for the Trident missile. General Electric Space Systerm

Division's DSCS lll- Defense Satellite Communications System

and adaptive nulling processor capability. Users ol the systeml

include ihe Department of Defense's Worldwide Military Conr
mand and Control System, the U.S. Navy, the White House Corr
munications Agency, NATO, and the United Kingdom'

DSCS lll spacecraft are designed with several antenna

that provide spot beams and steerable sub-beams to
different selected coverage, as well as a 6't-element beatn

nulling and interference reiectton.



0

Nimbus 7, the tast in General Electric's weather satellite series, is checked out prior to shipment to the launch site'
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ln international programs, the division designed and built for Ja-
pan the first communication sateilite dedicated to TV direct broad-

ft wiil be
altitude
provide

GE is currently responding to NASA,s UARS _ Upper Atmo_
spheg Research Satellite program 

- Request for'proposal.

During Apollo, General Electric's space system Division was responsible for pre-launch checkout stations for the spa.e:tlaunch-complex controls and checkout equipment; reliabitity assessmen0 and systems integration.
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The Early Days of Radar at RCA

L. Wolff

Radio Vision

)
,
I

When radar development was
military establishments, in the
used for the transmission was

compactnes
aily higher c
was develop
rted in the early 1940s at M.l.T. RadiationLaboratory.

ln RCA, one mig
the eariy rgso.] the horse' ln

oevetopeo to 1in was initiallY

years before mic torT;.t"'"n

About 1932, pubticatio
and Japan, relatino to
Research was als6 re
seemed to be a lruifful area for
proval of Dr. E. W. Engstrom, Ma
program to develop a 3,000_M
recruited {rom Cornell to underta
receiver we lirst used was an

P 193.1, work had progressed sufficiently to have an operatingtransmitter-receiver. system and RCA O"inln.ir"t"o the equip_ment at several IRE meetings during tnat yeai. At that time, thepossibility of reflectino snarp neamJ ot ,i.io*"r"s from metalobiects and ionized gi.". *", shown.

trations and in-
at Sandy Hook,
munication set.
the location for

il!ffif,"'I":ffilij;
more than 1 5 mi res rn" t,"nliilffi ;:TJ:Xrtt.,,x::o"",ffi:giving a range as great as tine_of-sigtrt.

From. our.standpoint the most significant experiment was an at_tempt to obtain a reftection trom iboat 
""t"iilg 

N
The channel was about one- half mile trom ire
ceiving location and we were elated to receive r
tr.om a ship passing through tne cnannet. Some
snore at about the same distance were also good targets.

our equipment at this stage used audio moduration or the trans_mitter; three-foot parabori-c dishes ;;-;th ;;""smitter and receiver obtained directivity. Thus, ontythe 
"rirrtn 

of the reflectirpobject was determined. tn".r".".r ol tn"l"ii"",ron experime'rs
I changed the orientation of otr

relaying to use as
lication in nav{7a-

o start a proje ffililr;r#ff
amplification in the receiver. We aimed for a
microsecond duration to obtain saUsactit

Apparatus with such p
and the equipment was
for tests. The receiving
a superregenerative magnetron
were able to pick up and follow the ferry boats and other shappirpin the Delaware River as well as the trains onltrl etevateO llne mthe Philadelphia side of the river.

race on the scope with a vertical
ting object. tt was nd long,
of the antenna to the hori_

g of the transmitter to a verti:al

scan. grid, giving what is now called B

it is interesting to think about Ure
e were doing. ll it had mt been

oubtful that we would have had
es and the cathode ray tubes on

so commonprace now thar it is "Jiff:j!"ffi:J,ruHftrdevelopments at that time.

How our Hadio-Vision equipment could have been developed bhave a.commerciat apptication is anyoneb g;;;;. we had in nindusing it as a navigation aid instared on rnip"lio with additbnarrefinemenr ir might weil have gone in thJ-;rliion.
However, a seemingly more important commercial r*ed tmk

ed the direction of our rqsearch shady.
e when the successful tests describ;
e had been a series of very bad airplanecrashes into mountains. At a nign_bvet mee,irq, n"U to disqJss
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e could do.

he project, initiated in the spring of 1937, was oriented to the

ue research on both the existing 3,000-MHz project and the
ry airborne unit, so the former was lemporarily set aside.

the latter part of 1937, the new equipment was installed in
DA's Ford Trimotor airplane and numerous flight tests were
de during the ensuing year. Targets were thebatskill Moun_
is and the Alleghenies of pennsylvania. Two antenna systems
xe employed. To get a signal from potential obstacles in front of
e airplane, we used an inverted ,,V,, type antenna installed
,ng ilte length of the Ford airplane. A dipole antenna under the
me obtained the altitude signal. With the airplane in level flight
the height of the mountain top, signals were received ai a
iance of about 5 miles. lf the airplane were 1,500 to 2,000 feet
T.th" mountain no signalwas visible. The signal picked up
m lhe ground reflection on the dipole altitude antenna was
rays-visible. Other airplanes flying up to one_half mile directly in
nt of our radar-equipped plane could be detected. This was
bably the first successful airborne radar equipment flown any-
ele.

d been our intention to give public demonstrations of our

ly a govemment contractor.

some seven years after it had been first undertaken,

much slower without the impetus of R&D funds and the urgency of
equipment for a war.

of our early pulse radar. However,
us into another use of reflected
modulation of the carrier (now

At about the time we were making the flight tests in the Ford
Trimotor, a young man contacteO our patent department and said
that he had some equipment to demonstrate. C.D. Tuska and I

went to look. This was th ed to
above. lf the young man, ed to
live close to Camden, it have
undertaken any FM rada

ventor as well as a sound engineer with a great dedication to FM
radar.

useful over water,
e could be well put
in with the aircraft
y. Since the output



of the FM altimeter is most readily a current proportional to alti-

tude, this step was not too involved, at least to the extent of
getting adequate control signal from the altimeter.

Although it was obvious that the FM radar signal contained the

information for determining the distance to the reflecting object, it

was not generally appreciated that it also contained information

on the speed of approach to the reflector. Sanders appreciated
that where there was relative motion between the radar and the

reflector, the sum of the up-sweep and down-sweep output fre-
quencies gave a signal proportional to distance, whereas the dif-
ference was proportional to speed of approach to the refiector.
Thus, the information required to drop a bomb in level flight over
water, namely altitude, distance, and speed of approach to target,

were all available from one instrument. One antenna pointed for-

ward to get the target information and a second antenna pointed

downward to obtain altitude measurement.

Equipment for dropping bombs automatically was consttructed

and numerous flight tests were made dropping water bornbs

against the lighthouses in Delaware Bay. Fortunately. none of the
numerous fishermen in small boats in the river were ever hil

A final step was to adapt the equipment to automatic bornb re'
lease in other than level flight. Before the more sophisticated
development could be completed and put into production. the war
was over.

This completes the story ol the early days of radar (Radio Vision)
in RCA, a project which was initiated to develop equipment and
study applications of microwaves, and ended by supplying search
radar, radio altimeters, and automatic bomb-dropping research
and apparatus to a military at war.

Dr. lruing Wolff with early radar equipment in Camden, NJ.
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The EarlY HistorY of the Missile
and Surface Radar DePartment

H. R. Wege, Retired Manager,
RCA Missile & Surface Radar Department

RCA Engineer, 1956

The Missile & Surface Radar Department is responsible for the

engineering and production of radars and guided missile systems

br shipboard, ground or vehicular installations. This department

b unique in that its organization and facilities have been custom-

h.ritt to fit the needs of its particular products. This did not happen

oremight, but rather is the result of a planned program of evolu-

lbn and expansion over the past ten years.

When the war in the Pacific suddenly ended in August of 1945'

o.rr production contracts, almost enlirely for shipboard radars,
were immediately terminated or drastically cut back. After reas-
silnment of personnel to commercial activities, what was then
loown as the Marine & Ground Radar Engineering Group, lo-

cated in Building 53, consisted of approximately 25 engineers.
This group had little or no work and, since it had been concentrat'
ip on low{requency production equipments developed either be-

bre or during the early phase of the war, our competitive position

ras not yet established in the high-frequency radar application
fields.

RCA's post-war planning resulted in the establishmentot an engi-
rcering activity called the Government Radiation Engineering
Section located in Building 10-7, Camden, to which this radar
gru,tp, along with other similar engineering groups, was trans-
Hred and integrated. Utilizing the best abilities of this reorganiza'
lim, various types of developmental and study contracts were
negotiated with all three of the Armed Services, aimed at re-

establishing our competitive radar position and acquiring the nec-
essary background of experience in the higher frequency ranges.
Of particular significance was a study contract on radar tech-
r*Irffi with the Bureau of Ordnance under the cognizance of the
Applid Physics Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University, in
osnection with the Navy's Bumblebee Guided Missile Program.
Ttas contract, negotiated in 1946, is still active today. Not only
Jrane numerous studies in the radar and guided missile field been
Ede but various items ol hardware, including a prototype ol a
wry precise monopulse tracking radar, have been supplied to the
Apdi>d Physics Laboratory.

As a rcsult of this broad development program, our "know how"
and organization increased to a point where, by 1950, we were
&b b conrpete successfully for production business, even those
qcnerm on which we had not done the basic development. One
dtp irportant production contracts obtained at that time was for
TP910D Height Finders for the Air Force. Several hundred of

these equipments were produced during the next five years and

are presently giving excellent service in air defense nets through-

out the world. As a matter of fact, this procurement was probably

the second largest for a single type of ground based radar that the

Air Force has made to date.

Having successfully and firmly reestablished our position as a
capable radar supplier, we realized that we could now expand our
position in this highly competitive field. Because of the heavy
equipment involved and the need for ground floor space to ac-
commodate trailers and field testing, a portion of Building 53 was
rehabilitated. The radar group was separated lrom the Govern-
ment Radiation Engineering Section and moved there in the sum-
mer of 1950.

Largely as a result of our work with the Applied Physics
Laboratory in connection with the Bumblebee family of guided
missile systems, we received a contract from the Army early in

1951 for a Land-Based Terrier Fire Control System for use with
ihe Terrier Missile, a member ol the Bumblebee family of missiles.
This program, in addition lo major radar development and produc-
tion programs, resulted in further rapid expansion to the point
where the facilities in Building 53 were no longer adequate for this
fast-growing engineering organization.

This resulted in the acquisition of 420 acres of land on the out-
skirts of Moorestown, New Jersey, early in 1952, and the building
of an engineering plant specifically designed for the engineering
and assembly production of radar and guided missile systems for
shipboard, vehicular or ground installations.

About this same time, we revised our engineering organization in
preparation for the handling ol major weapons systems by divid-
ing it into four basic groupings-Systems Engineering, Project
Management, Engineering Services and Equipment Develop-
ment and Design-the latter being subdivided into Electronic En'
gineering and Mechanical Engineering. This organization can be
more easily understood by the use of a simple analogy, that of the
building industry, where Systems Engineering represents the Ar-
chitect; Project Management, the General Contractor; and the
Development and Design Groups represent the various
craftsmen or specialists. While all four of the basic groups are
essential, the Proiect Management Group must assume the initia-
tive in the overall direction of any program based upon the weap-
ons system concept.
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By weapons system conc nitiating

the concept of a weaPons requlre-

ment and carrying the jo difficult

steps, including feasibility gn, field

evalualion, production, installation, training and maintenancFup
to the point of transfer to the Military Services, as a complete

operating system. This is sometimes referred to as a "turn-key"

job.

The weapons system concept per se is not new. However, since

conclusion of World War ll, weapons systems have become

asked to devise and produce the overall system where the radar,

a small system in itself, is only a part of the weapon system'

To do this effectively, he must first understand the threat and be

as ingenious in visualizing all possible enemy systems as he is in

devising a system to counter them. He must take into account all

of the factors outlined above in the definition of a weapons sys-

tem. Naturally, this type of effort requires many skills and talents,

many of which are not often found in a single contractor organiza-

tion no matter how large. This, then, is where weapons systems

management plays such an important role. The weapons systems

management organization need not have all ol these special skills

but it must have a broad technical grasp and understanding of

them in order to subcontract lor them and direct the efforts of

these supporting organizations effectively'

The Talos Land-Based System is a typical example of what is

meant by a weapons system. This system is a fixed installation,

ground-to-air guided missile system, for defense of Military bases

and industrial centers against enemy air attack. lt consists of

many elements of electronic and electro-mechanical equipment,

such as radars, computers, launchers and communication equip-

special buildings to meet tactical conditions and safety require-

ments. lt represents what we believe to be the most advanced

system concept for an automatic guided missile system being

developed today.

ln November of 1955 with the separation of the Engineering Prod-

ucts Division into two activities-Commercial Electronic Products

and Defense Electronic Products-lour operating departments

were established under Defense Electronic Products. The Air-

borne Systems Department and the Surface Communications

Department were established in Camden, while the West Coast

Electronic Products Department was established in Los Angeles.

Moorestown was established as the Missile & Surface Radar De-

partment facility.

With the establishment of the Missile & Surface Radar Depart-

ment, the maior portion ol the Shoran and Specialties Engineer-

ing Section, which had specialized in information handling and

data processing techniques among other things, was transferred

to Moorestown and integrated with the Missile & Radar Engineer-

ing Section. These two organizations complemented each other

iniXitts needed in the handling ol overall weapons systems. Like'

wise, a new marketing organization was formed out ol personnel

representing these two engineering sections by the transfer of

these people to Moorestown. Transfers from other activities were

also made to round out the new department organization and

provide for such functions as production' personnel and linancial'
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Radar Systems for Nationa! Defense

"RCA News and lnformation",
December 1978

Thirty years ago on December S, 1953, RCA dedicated a new
engineering and systems manufacturing facility in Moorestown,
N.J.

The original engineering staff developed radars and military fire
control systems considered more accurate than any seen before.
Contracts came from the Navy and then from all three services.

ln the years that followed, MSR won contracts for some of the
nation's largest defense projects, including the Air Force Ballistic
Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS) and the Navy's AEGTS
Combat System

The success of MSR in radar development work has roots that go
back a number ol years before the 1953 plant dedication. RCA
began experimenting with "radio echo" - bouncing radio waves
off solid objects - in 1932.

World War ll was approaching in 1938 when the Navy installed an
RCA radar on the USS Texas. Later the Navy ordered a quantity
of aircraft detection radars.

Through the war, RCA built shipboard, airborne and land-based
radars in Camden, NJ. When peace came, the company formed a
"Marine and Ground Radar Engineering" group of 25 engineers
assigned to continue radar development work.

ln 1946 the Navy awarded M&SR a contract to conduct a study for
the Bumblebee Guided Missile Program.

Year after year, the Navy added work to the Bumblebee contract.
Army and Air Force contracts for other radar developments were
awarded and RCA's knowhow increased to the point in '1950

when it was able to compete successfully for production pro-
grams. The time came to move the radar business out of Camden
and into an engineering/production plant of its own, at a location
where outdoor tests could be conducted.

RCA purchased a 430-acre site in the suburban community of
Moorestown and began construction in the midst of an asparagus
field in the spring of 1952.

The first major radar to be developed and produced in Moores-
town was the AN/FPS-16 precision tracker, which was designed
lor the Navy and later put into service by the Arny and Air Force
as well. Between 1953 and 1957 MSR built 50 of these radars,
many of which are still in service worldwide.

Sometimes referred to as "granddaddy',, this rugged and reliable
piece of equipment set the pace for a long line of radar systems.
Some of the major programs that followed are:

The prime contract for the nearly $1 billion Ballistic Missile
Early Warning System (BMEWS), one of the most advanced
electronic detection systems of its time. The BMEWS radars in
Alaska, Greenland and England continue today to provide a
reliable warning system against missile attack.

AEGIS, which wiil become the biggest project in MSR,s his-
tory. This system is a sophisticated combination of radars,
computers and weapons that will give the Navy a potent fleet
air defense capability into the 19g0s and beyond. phased ar_
ray AEGIS radars will monitor the entire sky continually and
response to attack will be devastating and virtually instantane_
ous.

The AN/TPQ-27 computerized radar developed for the Marine
Corps- This system provides all-weather, day and night control
of multiple aircraft in support of ground forces.

The AN/FPQ-6 instrumentation radar and its transportable ver-
sion, the AN/TPQ-18, which are descendants of the AN/FpS_
16 and considered the most precise tracking radars in the
world. These radars and another Moorestown system, desig_
nated CAPRI, tracked the Apollo orbitalflights from ships arfo
shore installations.

Erectable antennas used by lunar astronauts on the moon,s
surface to transmit signals back to earth. Similar pop_open
antennas were carried on the Lunar Rover vehicles.

Communication antennas built at MSR and used in NASA's
Viking Lander spacecraft sent to Mars in 1976.

A Target Resolution and
signed and built by MSR
and completed in 1962.
atoll in the Pacific Ocean.
rately tracks multiple reentry vehicles during intercontinentd
ballistic missile tests.

The Downrange Anti-Missile Measurement program (DAMpl_
This shipboard system gathered data on missile performare
during flight and reentry to aid in the development of systenrs
for defense against ballistic missiles.



Hand-held radars designated AN/ppS-9 through -13, devel-
oped for the Army, Air Force and Marine Corps. These radars
are designed for battlefield surveillance and identification of
moving targets in all weather conditions.

Digital lnstrumentation Radars (DlR), developed lor the Air
Force and later adapted for use by the Army and Navy. DlR,s
handle a variety of tracking jobs, from range safety to scoring
and evaluation.

The Generic Phased Array Radar, a new project for the Army
Missile Research and Development Command. This system
will be able to simulate various classes of radars, enabling
American researchers to duplicate the signals of the latesl
equipment developed by potential adversary nations.
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Avionic systems and Flight Rerated rechnorogy
Harry Krutter

Naval Air Development Center

major industrial contractors for
velopmental progress.

tory,

trot (AEWC) .r","r. ,n fl'"
orm, and provided technical as-
ctors. Of special note was the

h radar, the ApS-45 height
ndicator. These became i-he
(AEWC) in the tate forties

down and fitted
aircraft carriers.
oot antenna ra-
1B.

The concept for a digital surve
E2A)with automatic ietection

was developed and demonstrate
brs.

P-3 Avionics

The key civilian personnel involved in the advanced developmentto operationat systems development iii.lrj".'t. McCuilough, t.Zastow, J. Heap, K. Hawkes, j. \i;;U';ffiF. Bohn,

lution Radar
radars lor the purpose of
sea clutter environment

al Research in 1959. The
ign specification for the
by the development of

ts as the contractor on all
he AN/ApS-116 is the ra_

s system of the S_3B aircraft.
d in the flight testing of the
Koos was the leader of the

team. Significant members of
nks, 0. Kessler, and E, Mebus.

lgloo White
The lgloo White program was
.communications planning G
White System was composed
system plus an airborne and
system. NADC defined, deve
various elements. This system
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es and Air Force in South East Asia. Most significant waslick reaction time of NADC and the on_time dtvelopment.

[JOyS

r,nt^ flgng this long tist oI contributors are Dr. J. Coop
al ASW), H. West (Heticopter systems), H. Suter (Active
ssive sonobuoys), J. Howard (julie), f. .l"ror" and W.

Gleiter{Jezebet), G. Gimber (minibuoy), E. Bair (Fteet Support),E. Cotilla (Generat ASW), J. Oak (ffyjromecnanicat Sfil;i;and J. Keane (VLAD).

AN/ASW-25 Airborne Terminal
Du
an
sio
information and transmits the d
correction display and comma
Essential to the system was th
borne terminal of minimum size and weight. NADC proposed aprogram to the then Bureau of Naval Weipons for in-house de_sign development, fabrLcation and testing-ot a micro-miniature
airborne terminar equipment. NADC ere-cteo 1o use the thenevolving- digital microelectronic circuit technotgy fexas lnstru-ments, Series 51, circa 1963) as th
months after the date of assignmen
flight tested. The prototype lcigar
installed in an A-7 aircraft for a s-erie
sea trials in Aprit 1964. The ANi
by the Harris Corp. The AN/ASW
use of digital microelectronic circ
avionic systems. More importantl
operational need and to this dat
2500 hours.

Mr. Henry Beyer led the NADC team in this entire process.
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AEL

At the end of November, American Electronic Laboratories, lnc.
(AEL), will have completed its thirty{hird year of operation. AEL,
headquadered in Montgomeryville, PA, is a diversified research,
development and manufacturing firm specializing in advanced
electronic components and systems.

The corporation, employing more than 1,350 personnel, has facil-
ities in Montgomeryville, PA, Monmouth County, NJ, Reading, PA

and Falls Church, VA, which account for sales of $70 million
annually and a current backlog in excess of $100 million.

The basic philosophy of the corporation, as stated by Dr. Leon
Riebman (F), President, Chief Executive Officer and a co-founder
of AEL, was, "Define the need, establish a Iirm basis, move
ahead wholeheartedly." This later resolved into "Do it first, do it
quickly, do it best." Today "lmagination in High Technology" is

not just a phrase, but a daily challenge to advance the state-of-
the-art, while continuing as a recognized leader in the field of
military and commercial electronics.

This same philosophy has been applied throughout the corpora-
tion's history from its start in 1950 in 400 square feet of working
space on the third floor of a store-front building at 641 Arch St.,
Philadelphia. The founders, Dr. Riebman and Conrad J. Fowler,
Chairman of the Board, were members of the research staff at the
University ol Pennsylvania's Moore School of Engineering. By
1952, the business developed into a full{ime enterprise that de-
manded the complete dedication and creative talents of its foun-
ders.

The original biomedical product line has given way to diversified
and comprehensive product lines, including antennas, microwave
components, amplifiers, controls and servomechanisms, hybrid
micro-electronic devices, electronic warfare systems, pulse ana-
lyzers, radar test equipment, transmitters, receivers and solid-
state devices.

ln 1961 , the company moved to its present Montgomeryville plant
where the facilities have continued to grow. AEL's modern manu-
facturing center is located minutes away from the corporate head-
quarters. This facility is fully equipped to manufacture highly com-
plex electronic and mechanical equipment ranging from mass-
produced miniaturized electronic modules to complete receiving
and transmitting systems and large mechanical structures.

The Monmouth County and Reading facilities provide airport loca-
tions and specialized services for high performance, fixed-wing
and rotary-wing aircraft, including electronic systems installations,

airlrame and ground vehicle modifications, electro-magnetic test-
ing, avionic system testing and retrofit, special parts fabrication

and electronic systems research and development.

The Falls Church facility closely monitors government business,
pafticularly, specialized development activities in the microwave
and communications field. This facility is also engaged in product

testing and metrology services, which are pertormed at other stra-
tegically located sites throughout the United States.

To keep pace with the demand for its services and products, AEL
continues to expand its facilities with men and women of unique
talent. The corporate research and development efforts are di-
rected toward both government and commercial businesses in
order to provide increased job stability and sustained growth.

As President and Chief Executive Officer, Dr. Riebman remains
extremely active by personally participating in its engineering and
technical leadership. Dr. Riebman has enjoyed a long-standing
relationship with the University of Pennsylvania as a student, fac-
ulty member and board member. He is currently an Associate
Trustee and a member of its Board of Engineering Education as
well as a board member of its Engineering Alumni Society.

His earlier involvements at the university include the development
of ENIAC, the world's first digital computer, and his capacities of
Research Associate and part-time instructor.

Experience at Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and Philco Cor-
poration also play a part in Dr. Riebman's background. At NRL, he
was instrumental in development of fire control radar systems and
components. His expertise in this area was supplemented at
Philco with responsibilities for design and analysis of airborne
subminiature receivers.

Dr. Riebman holds eight patents and has authored many articles
for professional journals. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi and Eta
Kapp Nu; his professional memberships include a Fellowship in
the IEEE. Dr. Riebman's affiliation with the IEEE includes past
service as a member of the Receiver Committee and its AFC Sub
committee. He presently serves with the Philadelphia Chapter ol
the IEEE's Member Awards Committee.

As Chairman of the Board, Mr. Fowler (SM), is actively engaged
in supervision of manufacturing, product design, quality assur-
ance, and marketing functions. Mr. Fowler served three years in
the U. S. Navy, attaining the rank of Lieutenant. As a radar and
communications maintenance officer and radar instructor, he was
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involved with a large variety of airborne radar and communica-

tions equiPments.

Upon his return to civilian life, M

as a laboratory manager of the

cialized in radio interfe

RFltest equiPment des

of radio-receiving equipment covet

addition, Mr. Fowler also served or
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sr*tion and noise measurement techniques'

Mr. his

arti pre

No sa
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Association of Old Crows' an

Association.

AEL
sign
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tion
crowave amPlifie
copter receivers
cation and insta nal aircraft safety equipment'

""i?.01,.0il 
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The corporation's future, when viewed in terms of recent pro-

grams, is indeed bright'

Edito/s note: The PrinciPal bu

Etectronic Defense Products

cludes the design and man

ous electronic equiPment'

seruices to the U.S' and foreign

nized for its state'of-the-art iam
tems including th

tator (MEWES),
AN/MLQ-27,28,'iii 

iii"rurnce Radar Jammer (SBJ) Program'



The Early Development of HF Data Transmission
Techn6logy at General Atronics Corporation

Mark S. Zimmerman (SM '57)

General Atronics Corporation

Over the last several years there has been a resurgence of activ-
ity in the development of modems and radio systems which pro-

vide transmission of digital data over HF radio channels' The
specific application o, these HF data links is to militarydata links,

high frequency. This current activity is a rebound from the relative

dormanty characteristic of the decade between 1965 and 1975.

General Atronics Corporation, which is now a subsidiary of the
Magnavox Government and lndustrial Electronics Company, con-
tinues to be a lead supplier of HF modems to the U. S. and toreign
military and to play a major role in the development of new trans-
mission techniques. These notes and references to relatively
early developments in modern HF data transmission record some
of the history of significant developments in communications en-
gineering in the Delaware Valley.

Much of the groundwork for today's efforts began in the 1950s
with the first applications of modern communications theory to the
HF data transmission problem. General Atronics was founded in
1956 when the first of the HF spread spectrum systems was being
implemented and Atronics has been involved in the development
of HF data transmission techniques from that time to the present.

General Atronics' principal founder was the late David Sunstein
who, together with his co-founders, Bernard Steinberg, George
Laurent, Glenn Preston, and Robert Roop, left Philco Corporation
to start the new company. Their principal experience had been in

radar signal processing systems.

Work at General Atronics began with the implementation ol HF

spread spectrum transmission techniques, and extended to a var-
iable data rate system which traded otf data rate for redundancy
as required. This work has resulted in a family of HF modems

which are in current military service usage.

The earliest successful wideband, pseudo random reference,
transmission system for HF was the RAKE system developed as
an applique to the F9C-A at Lincoln Laboratory. At the time Gen-
eral Atronics was started, this system was being manufactured by

the National Company. One of General Atronics' earliest consult-
ing contracts was with the National Company and it was through

this contract that its work on HF communications and the RAKE

system began.

RAKE fundamentally involved a correlation measurement of the
channel impulse response and the use of the measured response
to implement a self-adjusting matched tilter receiver. The effi-
ciency of the RAKE receiver was achieved at the expense of a
cumbersome hardware implementation since fifty parallel chan-
nels of analog processing were required. General Atronics' engi-
neering staff had developed a strong background in radar signal
processing and had done pioneering work in the development of

delay line filtering for radar signals. This technology was applied

to the design of a time-multiplexed version ot the RAKE lilter
which became known as Wholesale RAKE, and may well have

been the first application of sampled data tiltering to a data com-
munications modem.

A limitation of the RAKE concept was the requirement to operate
at a low data rate even though the external noise environment
was favorable. A variant of RAKE which implemented the self-
adjusting matched filter in the frequency domain was conceived
by General Atronics and had the great advantage of providing

higher data rates under favorable conditions while retaining its

ability to operate in a redundant matched filter low data rate mode
when needed. This system, first proposed in 1958, was named
"KATHRYN" and eventually was named AN/GSC-10, the earliest
variable data rate HF modem.

Although Wholesale RAKE and KATHRYN were designed around
time-multiplexed sampled data filters, the long-term stability and
reliability were not all that desirable since the state of the art in

wideband memory and processing circuits was analog. Specifi-
cally, the sampled data filters used tused quartz, ultrasonic delay
lines and, although techniques were developed which demon-
strated analog memory capable of 3,000 signal recirculations
through an analog delay memory, it was obvious that digital stor-
age and processing would be the key to reliable sampled data
communications data modems. Digital processing was used for a
relatively small portion of the AN/GSC-10 since the most etficient
hardware at the time provided only four flip{lops on a circuit card.

With introduction of the early resistor-transistor logic digital micro-

circuits, the digital implementation of sampled data filter modems

became an attainable goal and an independent research and
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development project was started which resulted in a digitally im-
plemented HF modem using a standard multitone DPSK modula-
tion format to allow testing with other modems. The rapid ad-
vances in digital integrated circuits soon allowed the design of an
airborne data terminal for the U.S. Navy's Link-11 HF computer-
to-computer command and control system. This modem was
named AN/ACQ-6 and was the forerunner of modems currently in
service for NTDS Link-1'l and other services such as remote
AUTODIN entry from tactical forces. These modems, in some
cases, provide a variable data rate as did the earlier KATHRyN
system.

The problem ol achieving higher data rates over an HF voice
channel gained importance for the transmission of secure digi-
tized speech and early work was carried out at General Atronics
to apply error control coding techniques to the reliable transmis-
sion of data at high rates. From this work two techniques evolved:
one operated in the domain of parallel tone modems and the other
a serial transmission technique, The parallel tone work resulted in
the development of the coded demodulator system in which a
block code was decoded using channel measurement information
derived from the modem to extend the error correcting capability
of the system. Experimental models of the MODEM were built and
demonstrated a doubling of available data rate for a given
bandwidth and error rate, compared to conventional diversity sys-
tems.

Almost concurrently, a most interesting serial transmission sys-
tem was devised. At the time, it was generally accepted that a
serial-to-parallel transformation was required to allow transmis-
sion ol data whose bit duration was less than the time spread of
the heavily multipathed HF channel. The serial system, named
ELSA, provided transmission at a rate sufficiently high so as to
experience multibit time dispersion. The demodulation process
treated the received signal as a convolutionally coded signal,
although the "code" in this case was a naturally imposed one the
ionospheric impulse response. Demodulation was accomplished
by a sequential decoding process. Simulation and experiments
made with software decoding of recorded transmissions demon-
strated the ability to receive 4.8 kb/s.

Although not all of the early work mentioned directly resulted in
fielded hardware, many of the techniques such as digital imple-
mentation of modems, combining of redundant signalling, and
error control coding exist in the currenl HF modem family in pro-
duction at General Atronics. These include the MD-1061 which is
a variable rate modem for general data use, and the AN/USQ-76,
a data terminal set used in ship- and shore-based Link-l1 instal-
lations. A predecessor of the MD-l061 (the MX-513A) was used
by the U.S. Marine Corps to demonstrate the capability of provid-
ing AUTODIN entry via HF from a remote tactical digital terminal.
These early techniques are also serving as the foundation for
future systems currently in development.



Secure Voice Digital Terminal
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Modulation , Linear Predictive Codes (LPC), Channel Vocoders,

The AN/FTC-52 Programmable Digital
(PDCS) allows, for the first time, low rate

conferenced without catastrophic degrad

conversion, a lact which has, to date, limited low rate digitization

(used lor cryptographic security) to point-to-point communications

only.

The PDCS is a multi-microprocessor system. lt performs short-

termed a conference call. All voice interruption and typical voice

conference protocols are maintained in this digital approach.

The AN/FTC-S2 is applicable to conferencing Linear Predictive

Coders (at 2,400 bits per second), Channel Vocoders (at 2'zl{Il

bits per second), Continuous Variable Slope Delta (CVSD)

speech encoders (at rates belween 9600 and 32'000 bits pr
second), and Adaptive PCM (at 9600 bps).

The AN/FTC-52 combines several state-of-the'art technologt'es

including multiple microprocessor implementation' optical isobr
tors for electromagnetic security, fiber optics for a remote coflfid
channel, and automatic fault isolation. This conferencing systuir
otfers a versatile building block for lurther secure systena
Among the applications are Automated Conferences, Conferere
Directors, and Secure Voice and Graphics Teleconferencirg-


